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D E A R  F Ê T E  C H I N O I S E  F A M I LY , 
The holidays are just around the corner!

It is an extra special year, as we begin to 

emerge from the pandemic and gather 

again with loved ones.

Be sure to finish your shopping earlier 

and don’t leave it to the last minute, as 

the global supply chains and shipping 

delays have definitely limited availability 

of almost everything we can think of. 

Our editorial team, committee, and 

Editor-in-Chief have come together to 

hand pick some thoughtful and distinct 

gifts for the season. Enjoy an array 

of product design that is thoughtful, 

beautiful and purposeful. There’s bound 

to be something in this men’s gift guide 

that he will love.

Enjoy your long awaited holiday time 

with family and friends.

Sending good tidings for the season, 

THE FÊTE CHINOISE TEAM 

HOLIDAY 2021 GIFT GUIDE  

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF  DEBORAH LAU-YU   

DESIGN TEAM  RUIZHOU LI + SNOWIE KU  

EDITORIAL TEAM  JANET CHEUNG + LISA FANG

At Winter Solstice, the sun began 
to rise and the atmosphere was 
full of joy throughout the city.

People pass their greeting cards 
to one other in celebration.

Embroidered screens of home 
windows are all open, inside 
everyone is busy with family 
activities.

Laughing and conversation  
fills the air. 

Arrival of Winter Solstice 
by Ma Zhen
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All recommendations of products are based on curated editorial opinions of members of the editorial team, and products are not in any way affiliated or linked to the publication. © Palettera inc. 
2021. Trademarks are used only where their absence would render the article or articles ineffective. Every attempt has been made to ensure the information contained on this site is of value at 

the time of publication. This website however, reserves the right to make changes, corrections and/or improvements at any time and without notice. In addition, this website disclaims any and all 
liability for damages incurred directly or indirectly as a result of errors, omissions or discrepancies. All trademarks used or referenced are the property of their owners.
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DJI  

Air 2S 

$999 USD

Gadgets are always desired, especially 

when it lets you capture aerial views of 

cottage and ski trips. See the world from 

a different perspective through the DJI Air 

2S Quadcopter drone with camera and 

controller. It reaches up to 5,000 metres 

high and touches a speed of 21.6 km/h to 

cover everything from vast stretches of 

landscapes to exhilarating actions.

Nobis  

Kalvin Men’s Parka  

$1295 USD

Snowy white, Canadian and modern, this piece is great 

for daytime commutes through to the evening arrival at 

a festive gathering. Tackle this Winter with the Kalvin. 

This all-around jacket has multiple pockets for maximum 

storage, and a removable hood for those calmer days.

Arc’teryx  

Jacket Jil Sander + Men’s  

$2370 CAD

Is he an adventurer of the ourdoors? This jacket 

is a great choice for those who love the slopes. 

GORE-TEX ski and snowboard shell designed in 

collaboration with Jil Sander+.

Sentaler  

Technical Bouclé Alpaca  

Double Collar Topcoat (army green)  

$2,395 CAD (pre-order) 

Something Canadian and fabulous for someone 

who has more formal events and meetings. Iconic 

SENTALER design with the Signature Double Collar 

featuring quilted lining with light f illing inside. 

Crafted from plush-feel and textured Boucle Alpaca, 

the heaviest fabric in the collection.

Shiatzy Chen  

Exclusive Jacquard Mandarin Collar Coat  

$1686 – 2809  USD

Is he missing a piece with cultural inspiration in his 

closet? This coat is tailored from exclusive jacquard with 

metallic outlined totems. The slender silhouette and 

Mandarin collar are unique features, and the design is 

perfect for any special occasion.

M E N ’ S  G I F T I N G  G U I D E

https://store.dji.com/ca/product/dji-air-2s?vid=104122
https://nobis.com/collections/mens-parkas/products/kalvin-legacy-mens-parka?variant=40989097918639
https://arcteryx.com/ca/en/shop/mens/jacket-jil-sander-
https://sentaler.ca/collections/mens-coats/products/technical-boucle-alpaca-double-collar-topcoat-army-green
https://www.shiatzychen.com/goods/details/7571?categoryId=34
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Piaget  

Piaget Polo Skeleton Watch 

$58000 CAD

A watch represents the 

gift of time and a page in 

history. Gift this Piaget Polo 

Skeleton watch, 42 mm, for 

an unforgettable choice. 

Case in 18K rose gold. 

Interchangeable strap. 

Sapphire crystal case back. 

Patek Philippe   

5712R Date, Moon Phases 

Price Upon Request

The rounded octagonal shape 

of its bezel reminds us of 

shapes in Chinese architecure. 

The ingenious porthole 

construction of its case, and 

its horizontally embossed 

dial are elegant features of 

the Nautilus, an iconic sports 

watch since 1976.

ROLEX  

Cosmograph Daytona  

$40300 CAD

Watches have been a reliable investment and heirlooms to pass 

onto the next generation, and you can’t go wrong with a Rolex. 

This Oyster Perpetual Cosmograph Daytona in 18 ct white gold with 

a meteorite and black dial and an Oysterflex bracelet, features a 

Black Cerachrom bezel with tachymetric scale.

LV x NBA  

LVxNBA LV Bold Derby 

$1340 CAD

Fashion x Sport. For the basketball lover who also 

enjoys luxury, this special edition of the LV Bold 

derby is part of the Louis Vuitton x NBA collection 

of accessories, leather goods and ready-to-wear. 

Crafted from iconic Monogram canvas, it features a 

textile tongue with the NBA logo in gold, while the 

laces are secured by a sporty toggle.

Hunter  

Men’s Balmoral Field Hybrid Chelsea Boots 

$265 CAD

Have him covered for walking in all weather. Designed 

for city and country, the new Men’s Balmoral Hybrid 

Chelsea Boot bridges the divide between rural paths 

and urban parks. It delivers comfort, grip and weather 

protection across many terrains. First introduced in 1987, 

the Balmoral collection embodies Hunter’s philosophy 

and heritage of pioneering design for those who require 

excellence in all weathers and landscapes.

Vivienne Tam  

V_Dragon 3-ply Surgical Mask 

$15 USD

Protect yourself with a beautiful cultural print with 

these modern masks. 3-PLY Earloop Sugical Mask 

with Vivenne Tam’s V-Dragon design print. 10 

masks per box.

David Yurman  

Maritime® Compass Cufflinks with 18K Yellow Gold  

and Center Diamond 

$2000 CAD

For a touch of nautical spirit that doubles as a 

festive ornamental design, these cufflinks are 

perfect for the man who loves his formal wear 

and suits. A tribute to the spirit of the sea, the 

design reimagines the nautical equipment that has 

guided sailors for centuries as modern symbols 

of adventure.

M E N ’ S  G I F T I N G  G U I D E

https://www.rolex.com/watches/cosmograph-daytona/m116519ln-0038.html
https://www.piaget.com/ca-en/watches/piaget-polo/rose-gold-automatic-skeleton-watch-g0a46009#
https://www.patek.com/en/collection/nautilus/5712R-001
https://www.viviennetam.com/collections/accessories/products/v-dragon-3-ply-surgical-mask
https://ca.louisvuitton.com/eng-ca/products/lvxnba-lv-bold-derby-nvprod2830115v#1A904L
https://www.hunterboots.com/ca/en_ca/mens-ankle-boots/mens-balmoral-field-hybrid-chelsea-boots/green/7356
https://www.hunterboots.com/ca/en_ca/mens-ankle-boots/mens-balmoral-field-hybrid-chelsea-boots/green/7356
https://www.davidyurman.com/ca/en/products/mens/accessories/mens-cufflinks/maritime-compass-cufflinks-with-18k-yellow-gold-c0f512-s8.pdp.html?swatchCode=C0F512%20S8ADI
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LV x NBA  

LVxNBA Zip-Through Hoodie 

$3700 CAD

Comfort, sport culture and luxury all in one, and made 

in 100% cotton which is breathable. This relaxed 

hoodie channels the season’s NBA theme in an array 

of embroidered patches, with cream topstitching. It is 

tailored in a slightly loose fit, from a cotton jacquard 

Monogram base that has been specially washed to create 

a vintage effect.

Loewe  

Mini Puzzle Bumbag in Classic Calfskin 

$2520 CAD

Has he wanted a pouch but never found the right one? 

This one feels like a contemporary artpiece with its 

geometric lines and will feel distinct and inspired. The 

Puzzle bag is the debut bag for LOEWE by Creative 

Director Jonathan Anderson. A cuboid shape and precise 

cutting technique create Puzzle’s distinctive geometric 

lines and angles.

Mirror  

The Mirror  

$1686 – 2809  USD

For someone who values fitness and convenience, 

especially after having limited gym access during the 

pandemic. When it’s off, it’s a mirror. When it’s on, it’s 

the world’s first interactive smart gym with you at the 

center.It is a nearly invisible home gym and compatible 

in any home. With a small footprint and elegant design, 

this is a gift that turns less than two feet of wall space 

into a personal fitness studio.

Acqua di Parma  

Barbiere Yellow Razor & Brush 

$850 CAD

Movember is over, and it’s time to groom again. A 

stainless steel stand to hold the Shaving Brush and 

Razor. The Shaving Brush and Razor are hand-crafted 

for the perfect shaving result.

Handcrafted in Italy.

Dyson  

Special Edition Dyson Supersonic™ hair dryer  

(Prussian Blue Rich Copper) 

$499.99 USD

It’s the tool that many women own that make their 

husbands envious. The Dyson Supersonic™ hair dryer 

is efficient, sleek in design and light to handle. Now 

available in this beautiful copper and deep blue colour 

palette, which makes it a stunning tool in the bathroom. 

Five styling attachments. Including the new Flyaway 

attachment. Intelligent heat control. 

Cartier  

Ecrou de Cartier Bracelet  

$7800 CAD

For a masculine and yet detailed accessory, the 

Ecrou de Cartier bracelet, has a non-rhodiumized 

finish 18K white gold.

Oura  

New Oura Ring Generation 3  

$299 USD

Oura translates your body 

signals and daily habits 

into actionable insights you 

can use to stay active and 

improve your overall health. 

The most accurate consumer 

sleep tracker.

Fendi  

Yellow Wool Scarf 

$1390 CAD

For the fashion lover who 

loves to show off bold 

and interesting designs. 

Rectangular scarf made of 

yellow wool with gray lining. 

Decorated with fringes and 

Fendi Roma embroidery.

SHANG-CHI  

Soundtrack Vinyl 

$25 CAD

Is he a Marvel fanatic? Did he watch 

Shang-Chi and the Legend of the 

Ten Rings? Add this vinyl of the 

film’s soundtrack to his collection 

of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 

to mark an incredible year.of Asian 

representation in Hollywood

M E N ’ S  G I F T I N G  G U I D E M E N ’ S  G I F T I N G  G U I D E

https://www.fendi.com/ca/gift-ideas/gifts/for-him/for-him-view-all/p-fxs124aiwef0749
https://ouraring.com/product/heritage-black
https://ca.louisvuitton.com/eng-ca/products/lvxnba-zip-through-hoodie-nvprod2790125v
https://www.loewe.com/int/en/gifts/gifts-for-him/small-puzzle-bumbag-in-classic-calfskin/B510P35X09-7587.html?cgid=gifts_for_him&p=2
https://www.mirror.co/shop/mirror
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Beauty/Mens-Grooming-Cologne/Shaving-Beard-Care/ACQUA-DI-PARMA-Barbiere-Yellow-Razor-Brush/p/20053733001
https://www.dysoncanada.ca/en/hair-care/dyson-supersonic/dyson-supersonic-blue-copper-gift-edition
https://www.cartier.com/en-ca/jewelry/bracelets/ecrou-de-cartier-bracelet-B6064417.html
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Hermès  

Apple AirTag Hermès Key Ring 

$449 CAD

Apple AirTag Hermes key ring in Orange Swift calfskin. 

You can easily find your keys with the “Find My” 

application on your iPhone or iPad, whether it’s at hand or 

on the other side of the world. Exclusive AirTag Hermes 

etched with the iconic Clou de Selle signature. Leather 

accessory made in France

Therabody  

Theragun Mini Percussive Therapy Device 

$250 CAD

For the avid athlete or someone who has a strenuous 

job. This item is tried and tested by our Editor-in-Chief as 

well! Compact and powerful, this pocket-sized percussive 

therapy device that gives you quality deep muscle 

treatment with unparalleled portability. Featuring the 

QX35 brushless motor with QuietForce Technology™, the 

mini strikes a never-before-seen balance between power 

and size, making it a convenient option for getting relief 

on the go.

Charbonnel et Walker  

Whisky Truffle 

$32 CAD (Available at Holt Renfrew)

The best of two worlds: chocolate and whisky. These dark 

chocolate truffles are filled with a rich, dark chocolate 

ganache and Scotch whisky, and lightly dusted in 

cocoa powder.

Product contains milk and soya. May contain traces of 

nuts and/or gluten. Made in the United Kingdom

Desmond & Dempsey  

Pocket Cotton Pajama Set In Stamp Print 

$275 CAD (Available at Holt Renfrew)

Pyjamas certainly made a comeback during the pandemic, 

and though perhaps the work-from-home days are soon over, 

everyone wants to jump back into pj’s after work. Crafted of a 

breathable cotton, these DESMOND & DEMPSEY pyjamas are 

fit like a jacket and the pants have a drawstring waistband. 

The bold, hand-drawn print is inspired by New Zealand’s 

national bird and vintage postal stamps.

Giorgio Armani 

Soft Construction Windowpane Wool Suit 

$3875 CAD (Available at Harry Rosen)

Events and meetings are already back. In case pre-

pandemic suits no longer fit or if his closet needs a refresh, 

this Giorgio Armani design typifies the house’s elegant 

European sensibility and soft-shouldered tailoring. The 

comfortably fit two-piece is constructed in Italy from 

lightweight virgin wool that’s ideal for year-round wearing. 

It’s an endlessly versatile and stylish suiting option from 

office to evening out.

Huawei  

Watch GT 3 

Coming Soon to Canada

Huawei launches the GT3 watch, combining the 

best of their technology and art of timetelling. A true 

masterpiece, the elegant 42 mm dial catches light on 

the 3D curved glass, giving a soft, water-like glow. 

It adopts a simplistic body design with high-gloss 

finish, accompanied by refined straps for a modern, 

sophisticated look.

Toronto Motorsports Park Cayuga  

Exotic Dream Car Experience – Premium 

$299 – 799 CAD

The Exotic Dream Car Experience runs on our 1.8 

kilometre road racing circuit configuration and provides 

you with the opportunity to drive an exotic dream car of 

your choice from the list below, in a safe and controlled 

environment. Between registration, in-class briefing, two 

track discovery laps and your drive time, you can expect 

to be at the event for approximately 2 1/2 hours. The actual 

driving time on the road course will depend on your skill 

level and the number of laps you purchase.

Tateossian London  

Lava Bead Bracelet 

$395 CAD (Available at Harry Rosen)

Bracelets are sometimes hard to find for men. Lava beads 

are paired with rare quartz, rose gold plated discs and 

a gold painted fire agate on a stretch cord for a striking 

approach to men’s jewellery.

M E N ’ S  G I F T I N G  G U I D E M E N ’ S  G I F T I N G  G U I D E

https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Gifts/Wellness/THERABODY-Theragun-Mini-Percussive-Therapy-Device/p/20215078001
https://www.hermes.com/ca/en/product/apple-airtag-hermes-key-ring-H0005561v9300/
https://www.harryrosen.com/en/product/tateossian-london-lava-bead-bracelet-20066097075
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/H-Project/Mens/DESMOND-DEMPSEY-Pocket-Cotton-Pajama-Set-In-Stamp-Print/p/20193943001
https://www.holtrenfrew.com/en/Products/Gifts/Gourmet/CHARBONNEL-WALKER-Whisky-Truffles/p/20053766002
https://www.harryrosen.com/en/product/giorgio-armani-soft-construction-windowpane-wool-suit-20061620151?gclid=Cj0KCQiAnaeNBhCUARIsABEee8U7zIq7pC5FuzeyPOTFkKRRIu3WxSJlQxl54i2lGLDXml9vIVToMoUaAkE_EALw_wcB
https://torontomotorsportspark.com/product/exotic-dream-car-experience-premium/


https://www.hunterboots.com/ca/en_ca/

